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Knowledge Graphs (KGs), which contain rich relational information, have been wide-

ly utilized in various tasks. However, there may exist inconsistent facts in KGs, especially 

in automatically constructed large-scale KGs. To address this problem, we innovatively 

propose an entity&paths semantics based multi-classification model to solve the problem 

of inconsistency detection. It synthesizes the internal semantic information both in entity 

and relation level of the KG to measure the association strength between triples so that 

different kinds of inconsistencies can be accurately detected. We conduct experiments in 

the real-word dataset FB15k (from Freebase) and the results show that our approach 

achieve significant and consistent improvement compared to existed advanced approaches, 

confirming the capability of our framework in knowledge graph inconsistency detection.  

 

Keywords: knowledge graph, knowledge graph quality, inconsistency detection, entity& 

path semantics, multi-classification  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge Graphs (KG) are meant to contracture effective structured information 

and have become a crucial backbone of many emerging research and applications, such as 

knowledge retrieval, recommendation, and decision making [1-3]. A typical KG usually 

depicts individuals in the real world and their relationships as multi-relation data and ex-

presses facts in the triple form of <h, r, t>, where h and t denote head entity and tail entity, 

and r denote a relationship between head and tail.  

Recent years, with the widespread popularization of downstream applications of 

knowledge graphs, the construction of large-scale knowledge graphs has become an in-

creasing urgent matter. Currently, knowledge graph construction mostly adopts automatic 

construction or tries to integrate existing knowledge graphs instead of early manual work 

[4] with the surging of data, such as Knowledge Vault [1], FreeBase [2] and DBpedia [3]. 

Nevertheless, due to the pattern or instance level rush or data conflicts during the fusion of 

different knowledge bases, the knowledge graphs we get inevitably exist inconsistent qual-

ity problem. For example, one of the state-of-the-art relation extraction approach achieves 

approximately 60% precision [19, 20]. In this case, it is crucial to take measures to ensure 

the quality of KGs.  

Our objective is to detect possible noise and conflicts existing in large-scale KGs, 

while classifying the inconsistencies according to the manifestations of them. Most con-
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ventional methods rely on type information of entities, and attempt to spot violations of 

typical usage pattern of a relation or the underlying ontology constraints [8, 9, 18]. While 

these approaches ignore the cases of wrong instances of correct types, like the triple 

(Grorge W. Bush, president, Hillary Cliton), it could be recognized as correct fact with 

such approaches. Knowledge representing learning (KRL) methods meant to transform 

entities and relations into lower-dimensional, fixed-sized vectors, are also used to detect 

errors in KGs [5-7]. However, KRL encounter a bottleneck when facing to intricate paths 

between entities, particularly in large-scale KGs. 

In general, detecting inconsistencies in large-scale KGs is still a challenging work 

with three main challenges that need to be addressed for effectively inconsistency detection 

in KGs; (1) Symbolic and logical reasoning cannot find out the inconsistencies in large-

scale discrete KGs [18]; (2) It’s hard to grasp the association strength among triples; (3) 

No golden standard to learn or observe the pattern of false knowledge.  

We attempt to address the above challenges with a novel entity&path-semantics based 

framework regarding the discrimination of inconsistencies as a multi-classification task 

where each output corresponds with one kind of inconsistency to solve this problem. We 

investigate multifarious errors in existing knowledge graphs [4], and separate possible in-

consistencies into three types, i.e., entity-related inconsistency, relation-related inconsis-

tency and type-related inconsistency. Our work is based on the following insight, both en-

tities and relations in KG maintain a large quantity of semantic information [11-14], where 

highly correlated information can be leveraged to detect the inconsistent triples. To make 

the inconsistency detection more universal and accurate, we combine the entity pairs and 

paths between them to achieve better semantic information representation. In the entity 

level, we propose three kinds of entity strength representation considering semantic related 

information between entities, namely entity semantic representation, entity similarity and 

relative path confidence, to measure the strength of entity association in an all-round way. 

In the path level, we introduce the concept of path support based on various paths of dif-

ferent lengths, which indicates the degree of certainty whether the relation connecting the 

entity pair is the correct one or not.  

In experiments, we evaluate our framework on datasets with different forms of incon-

sistencies. Specially, we compare the performance of four classifiers on inconsistency de-

tection. The experimental results demonstrate that our models achieve the best perfor-

mances in all kinds of datasets, which confirm the capability of semantic information of 

entity and path in inconsistency detection. The main contributions of this work are con-

cluded as follows: 

• We propose a novel entity&path semantics-based framework for knowledge graph in-

consistency detection that makes full use of semantic information hidden in the entity 

pairs and paths between them. 

• We evaluate our models on different datasets extends from benchmark and experimental 

results show promising performances on all datasets compared to the state-of-art meth-

ods. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Approaches to detect errors in knowledge graphs have developed rapidly since last 

years. Knowledge representation learning are one of the state-of-art methods for the detec-
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ion work where entities and relations are transformed into lower-dimensional, continuous 

vector spaces to gain better semantic representation of triples. TransE introduced by Bor-

ders et al. in [5] is one of the first family members of Translation. Its main idea is that the 

embedding vector of the subject and predicate approximately equals the vector of object 

for a particular triple <s, p, o>, that is, s+po. Although TransE can perform well when 

dealing with simple relationships, it loses its advantages facing to multi-relation cases 

where the same relationship can occur between different entities and various relations can 

associate with the same entity pair. Xie et al. [6] improve the knowledge representation 

through injecting a triple confidence measure considering three kinds of triple confidence 

involving internal structure information in KG. However, it pays more attention to rela-

tionships, ignoring related information associated with entities and lose effect in only en-

tity related inconsistent case. 

Paulheim et al. [9] probe into the statistical distribution of the types and relations with 

SDValidate, finding the incorrect objects which are incompatible with the characteristic 

distribution of a given property. SDValidate pays more attention to type assertions, which 

does not work in the case of wrong entities with correct types or the type information is 

insufficient. 

Graph model is another noteworthy field highly related to inconsistency detection 

where entity is abstracted into a node and the edge means a relationship from entity h to t. 

In [11], Jia et al. introduced trustworthiness measurement model judging a triple’s trust-

worthiness by three aspects, correlation between subject and object of a triple, translation 

variance of relation vectors and acknowledgement from relevant triples. However, the ab-

sence of path-to-path calculation leads to poor performance in relation-related incon-

sistency. COPAAL [12] infers that predicate in triples carries much mutual information 

which can make contribution to the validation of facts. However, the RDFS scheme infor-

mation which helps for path searching is not accessible in many cases, and this will make 

it out of action.  

Most existing inconsistency detection methods look into potential structural infor-

mation of entities or relations, however, they either do require the hold of rich schema 

information [9, 12], or are biased to a special category of inconsistency [6, 11]. In this 

paper, we aim to introduce an entity&path semantics based multi-classification model free 

from the effect of schema and recognize possible errors with the same force. We verify the 

effect of the semantic information of entity pairs and paths between them for a given triple 

based on graph model for better knowledge representation. We consider making compre-

hensive combination of entity and path semantic with the help of graph representation 

structure to verify the consistency of triples in knowledge graphs. For the sake of the dis-

crimination of different kinds of inconsistencies, the inconsistency detection task is re-

garded as a special case of multi-classification measurement, in which different label de-

notes various kinds of inconsistencies or consistent triples. Under the guidance of seman-

tics of entity and relation, our model can identify and distinguish all possible inconsisten-

cies with a more flexible and universal way than above methods.  

3. METHODOLOGY 

We establish a multi-classification model that identify various kinds of inconsisten-

cies based on the semantic information of entities, as well as the information hidden in the 
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paths between nodes representing entities. Differing from conventional methods which de-

tect false triples using one specific type of feature, we not only strengthen the calculation 

of semantics of entities but also take comprehensive features of triples in KG, so that we 

can recognize all types of inconsistent triples.  

3.1 Problem Formulation 

In this section, we first give the notations used throughout this paper. Given a triplet 

(h, r, t) in KG expressed as G, we consider the head and tail entities h, tE and the relation 

rR, where E and R represent the set of entities and relations in G. Specially, we denote 

the set of types of entities as T (with T  E) for identifying inconsistencies in more detail. 

According to different manifestations of possible existing conflicts, there are three types 

of inconsistent knowledge whose explanation listed as follows. 
 

Definition 1 (Relation-related Inconsistency): An inconsistent knowledge related to re-

lation means the relation connecting head and tail is false, i.e.,  

 

RI = {(h, r, t) | hEtE(h, r, t)G}. 

 

Definition 2 (Entity-related Inconsistency): An inconsistent knowledge related to entities is 

a false triple with one wrong entity in G, i.e., 

 

EI = {(h, r, t) | tErR(h, r, t)G}{(h, r, t) | hErR(h, r, t)G}. 

 

Definition 3 (Type-related Inconsistency): An inconsistent knowledge related to type is an 

erroneous mapping from entity to type, its formula is as follows, 

 

TI = {(h, r, t) | tTrR(h, r, t)G}{(h, r, t) | hErR(h, r, t)G}. 

3.2 Entity & Path Semantics 

To make the acquisition of semantic features of entities and paths more universal and 

practical, we only consider the internal structure after KG construction in our framework, 

and we propose two methods for semantic information of entities and paths respectively in 

the following section.  

3.2.1 Entity strength  

We assume that a triple will be considered to have better intern correlation strength if 

h behaves semantically close to t. Those with higher correlation strength will get higher 

trust. In the following subsections, we will introduce how to qualify the semantic infor-

mation of entity for a given triple.  

 

(1) Entity Semantic Representation 

We assume that an entity t should be thought more important for h if more information 

is transmitted from h flowing to t for a given entity pair (h, r, t). Specially, we follow the 
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path-constraint resource allocation (PCRA) [15] and ResourceRank (RR) [11] to measure 

the semantics information of t projected from h. 

Formally, given an entity pair (h, t), the resource associated with h will be emitted to 

t through several paths (p1, p2, …, pl). Given that there are probably multiple entities con- 

necting one relation, each path pi is represented as 3 11 2

1 2 1... nr rr r

kh E E E−

−⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→  

,kr t⎯⎯→ where Ei denotes the entity set at the ith step, k means the number of relations in-

cluded on the path pi. For each entity e (including head entity and tail entity) on the path 

pi, the semantic value S(e) can be calculated as follows: 

1
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Here Ei-1(, e) denotes the direct predecessor of e through ri, Ei(e, ) denotes the direct 

successors of ei via ri and Wee is the weight of edge e→e depending on the number of 

relations connecting e and e. In order to avoid the influence of the closed loops when 

resource flows, we use a hyper-parameter  representing that the resource will flow to next 

entity eEi(e, ) with the same probability. The semantic value S(t) is considered as the 

semantic information implied in the entity pair (h, t).    

 

(2) Entity Similarity Representation 

For further enhancing the association strength of the entity pair (h, t), we propose 

entity similarity representation expressing the semantic distance of h and t according to 

their learned embeddings. Following the translation rule in [5], for the entity pair (h, t) and 

path pi = (r1, r2, …, rk) we define entity path similarity function as follows: 

SP(h, t, pi) = cos(h − t, pi) = cos(h − t, (r1 + r2 + … + rk)).       (2) 

Here cos() denotes cosine-similarity function. Since we assume that head entity embed-

ding plus path embedding should be similar as tail entity embedding, the lower SE(h, t, pi) 

is, the more similar (h, t) gets. The entity similarity representation through l paths is ex-

pressed as follows: 

1

1
( ) ( , , ).

l

i
i
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=      (3) 

(3) Relative Path Confidence 

In this subsection we introduce a supplement measurement in case of the right entity 

pair with wrong relation happens. Relative path confidence (RP) is meant to capture the 

characteristics between entity and relation considering their integration degree. Triples 

with higher entity/relation integration degree are more likely to be consistent than those 

with lower ones. The relative path confidence of a triple is defined as follows: 

| ( ) |
( | ) .

| ( ) |

Co e r
RP r e

O e


=     (4) 

Here cos() means co-occurrence function and O() means the number of occurrences of  

• RP(r|e) stands for the probability of e and r share the same nature. As the auxiliary feature 
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for entity strength, the relative path confidence describes the frequency of the combination 

of head/tail and relation, helping to identify various types of inconsistencies. 

3.2.2 Path support  

To identify multiple inconsistencies, we utilize multi-steps paths between h and t for 

the given triple to express the semantic relevance and the complicated inference patterns 

of different triples. Each path can provide support for the existence of relation r to varying 

degrees [12]. Consequently, integrating all the supporting paths can strongly corroborate 

the correctness of r between h and t. However, since not all paths make sense, the two key 

factors for exploiting path support are reliable path searching and path support measure-

ment. We show our solutions in the following subsections: 

(1) Reliable Path Searching 

We introduce path semantic confidence (PS), which measures the reliability of a re-

lation path to the direct relation r based on the semantic relevance of the path with r, under 

the inspiration of [11] to pick up the most significant paths. The basic idea behind the PS 

is that the path embedding should be similar as the target triple embedding.  

Formally, given a target triple (h, r, t) and the path 
31 2

1 2( ...
rr r
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)lr t⎯⎯→ connecting h and t, the path semantic confidence is defined as follows: 
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In contrast to [11] in which takes the embedding distance of head entity and tail entity with 

entities on the path into account separately, the second part above have reduced the impact 

of entities on the relation path in the way of comparing the semantics of entities on it with 

the difference of h and t. In this way, both entities and relations on path have influenced 

our choice in varying degrees.  

(2) Path Support Measurement 

Once the paths are selected, it is necessary to get the support for the direct relation r 

of each path. We base our computation of the path support between relation path pi and 

relation r on the normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI) [16]. In a formal man-

ner, given a target triple (h, r, t) and the relation path 31 2

1 2(
rr r

ip h E E⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯= → ⎯⎯→…

)lr t⎯⎯→ in the multiple relation graph, we first give some common notations used in the 

computation as follows: 

Notation 1: E(T): a set of entities whose type is T, e.g., Donald_TrumpE(Person). 

Notation 2: (es, eo | l): a relation path of length l connecting entity es and entity eo through 

the specific path p = (r1, r2, …, rl). 

Firstly, we introduce the probability P(r) of the relation r linking the instances of type 

Th and Tt: 
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Here Th and Tt denote the type of h, t respectively and (es, r, eo) is the triple in G.  
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In the second step, we would like to obtain the probability P(pi) of the relation path 
31 2

1 2( )lr rr r

ip h E E t= ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ with the equation as below, it shows the possible 

occurrence of the specific relation path between the pairs of instances of Th and Tt. 
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In the next step, we define the joint probability P(pi, r) representing the co-occurrence 

of the relation path pi and the direct relation r as follows: 
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Finally, based on those path calculations we can now approximate the NPMI of the 

relation path pi and the direct relation r as follows: 

( , ) ( ) ( )
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NPMI p r

ln P p r

− −
=

−
.    (10) 

The NPMI(pi, r) depicts the semantic information hidden in the relation path, which 

behaves as path support of pi to the direct relation r for proving whether the given triple is 

a consistent one or not.  

3.3 Implementation 

In this section, we are about to present the implementation of the formal semantic 

model presented above. The process of entity level and path level shows as follows: 

As for entity semantics representation, our implementation begins by identifying a set 

of entities in varying lengths of paths that make resources flow from h to t. For each entity, 

its path found out first. Then we can iterate the resources though the path until the resource 

retention value of t calculated. Besides, the dissimilarity of h and t on the path will be 

computed simultaneously with pre-trained embeddings. Subsequently the degree of com-

bination of entity and corresponding relationship is retrieved as entity supplement feature 

for the validation of relation-related inconsistent cases with the help of triples that read in. 

Finally, all entity pair correlation strength measurements are transformed into the vector 

denoting the entity characteristics for the classifier. 

In the path support section, as too far logical chain of paths will lead to a decrease in 

the effect of path inference [6], only those paths less than or equal to 4 are selected for 

further computations. Once the paths are selected their semantic distance to t are obtained 

according to the embeddings and the top K of semantics will be screened out. Based on the 

normalized pointwise mutual information [16], the probability of t, relation path pi and 

their joint probability are gotten for representing the paths support between pi and r. In the 

end, we get those top K paths support to the relation and convert them to the path feature 

for the classifier. 

4. EXPERIMENTS 

This section verifies the accuracy and reliability of the proposed scheme through sim-

ulation and comparison of the performance with several well-known schemes.  
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4.1 Datasets 

In this paper, we apply FB15K [5] in the evaluation of our multi-classification-based 

inconsistency detection model. FB15K is a typical benchmark KB extracted from Freebase 

[2]. We follow the entity classification work in [13] with entity type information which 

can be used for type-related inconsistency detection. To this end, we add type information 

for the deleted 47 entities in [13] and remove the default type “/common/topic” to eliminate 

the negative influence of meaningless information. In terms of synthesized labelled nega-

tive facts, we employ the same methods represented in [6] by replacing one element in the 

given relation triple (h, r, t) to generate a negative triple.  

Following this protocol, we build a corpus for our experiments using FB15k and its 

type information where entity-related inconsistency, relation-related inconsistency and 

type-related inconsistency each account for 25%, 12.5%, 12.5% with one of three kinds of 

fake ones may be constructed for each true triple in a quantitatively balanced way. The 

statistics of the datasets are listed in 0. 

 

Table 1. Statistics of datasets. 

DATASET #REL #ENT #TRAIN #VALID #TEST #TYPE-INFO  

FB15K 1346 14,951 483,142 50,000 59,071 168,584 

 

Datasets 

Ent-related  

Inconsistency 

(FB15k-EI) 

Rel-related  

Inconsistency 

(FB15k-RI) 

Type-related  

Inconsistency 

(FB15k-TI) 

All kinds of  

Inconsistency 

(FB15k-AI) 

H#Neg triple 190,199 95,099 95,099 380397 

4.2 Experimental Settings 

In experiments, we evaluate our entity&path-semantics inconsistency detection mod-

els with four different classification strategies, i.e., SoftMax as classifier, Random Forest 

(RF), Deep Neutral Network (DNN) and Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT). We 

perform inconsistency detection tasks on the two different types features of entity-seman-

tics and path-semantics separately, on this basis, the fusion of the two characteristics is 

considered as a global feature to compare the improvement effect of different forms of 

semantics for inconsistency detection, and the strongest classifier is selected.  

We implement TransE [5] and CKRL [6] as baselines since CKRL has achieved great 

progress considering local and global path information and TransE has always been a clas-

sic baseline for error detection task.  

4.3 Evaluation Protocol 

For evaluation follow [17], we use mean average precision, mean average recall, 

macro-F and micro-F which are commonly used in multiclass classification as the evalua-

tion method for inconsistency detection from different aspects. Besides, we utilize confu-

sion matrix to more intuitively observe the performance of the model in each inconsistency 

category and Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC) to measure the generaliza-

tion ability of the model. 
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4.4 Experimental Results 

(1) Comparison with baselines 

We look forward to finding out the best performing classifier distinguishing incon-

sistencies as detailed as possible. For that purpose, we compare four classification strate-

gies based on entity and path semantics with baselines on datasets doped with various kinds 

of inconsistencies. In comparison with the same task of utilizing TransE and CKRL meth-

ods, we demonstrate the results of inconsistency detection shown in 0. 

 
Table 2. Evaluation results on the Knowledge Graph inconsistency detection 

     
Datasets FB15k - EI FB15k - RI FB15k - TI FB15k - AI 

              
Metric Accuracy F1score Accuracy F1score Accuracy F1score Accuracy F1score 

                  
TransE 0.813 0.860 0.796 0.834 0.786 0.843 0.759 0.827 

CKRL 0.837 0.854 0.840 0.846 0.813 0.823 0.799 0.846 

                  
SoftMax 0.974 0.973 0.939 9.938 0.956 0.960 0.956 0.954 

RF 0.978 0.957 0.941 0.935 0.960 0.941 0.973 0.981 

GBDT 0.982 0.969 0.950 0.947 0.963 0.952 0.974 0.975 

DNN 0.852 0.851 0.812 0.783 0.891 0.867 0.812 0.832 

         
 

(i) Our best multi-classification model has achieved impressively 95%~98% in accuracy, 

showing approximately 13%~15% improvements than baselines on all datasets with vary-

ing kings of inconsistencies. It directly confirms the capability of semantic information of 

entity and path in checking inconsistent knowledge regarding entities and relations in KGs; 

(ii) Comparing evaluation results with different datasets, we find that most approaches 

have obtained a better overall performance in FB15k-EI, but behaves worse with 3%~5% 

down in FB15k-RI and FB15k-AI. It indicates that Entity and path semantics can capture 

the difference of entity pairs more obviously; (iii) Comparing the four strategies taking 

entity&path semantic information as features, GBDT have outperformed others with an 

improvement of 4%~14% in accuracy, which means GBDT is more adaptable to semantic 

information. In the next subsection, we will use GBDT to further verify the discrimination 

strength of semantic information of entity and path for detecting and distinguishing various 

conflicts. 

 

(2) Discrimination strength of entity and path semantics 

To verify whether the semantic information of entity and path is valid for discrimi-

nating various types of inconsistent knowledge, we choose SoftMax to do the discrimina-

tion strength and generalization analysis on the test set of FB15k-AI since it obtained the 

average performance so that we can see more intuitively the discrimination of entity and 

path semantics. The detection results for each inconsistency shows in Fig. 1.  

In Fig. 1 (a), we can observe that our model based on semantic information can well 

recognize positive knowledge from datasets with a large amount of noise. In contrast, a 

considerable portion of relation-related inconsistency are misjudged as Cons. From Fig. 1 

(b), it is observed that our models reach a higher false positive rate in the case of detecting 

RI, which correspond with Fig. 1 (a). It may be due to the uncertainty and incompleteness 
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in path searching caused by noises and limited path length. Taking longer and better paths 

into consideration will partially deal with this problem while at the price of extraordinary 

time consuming. To verify this end, we analyze the impact of different forms of semantic 

information in the following subsection. 

 

 
 (a) Confusion matrix                       (b) ROC 

Fig. 1. Evaluation results on differentiating various types of inconsistencies. 

 

(3) Effects of single semantics 

We separate each form of semantic information of entity and path as an independent 

model to do the inconsistency detection, in which we use precision and recall as evaluation 

measurement to explore the ability of each model to recall the positive samples from can-

didate triples doped with a great deal of noises. Follow results of comparative test, we 

choose GBDT classifier since it gets the best performance on all datasets. 0 demonstrates 

the results of single semantics analysis.  

We can observe that (1) the precision obtained by each model exceeds 80%. It con-

firms the effectiveness of semantic information of entity and path, each of whom can be 

utilized for detecting inconsistent triples of multiple categories in KGs; (2) Integrating both 

entity semantics and path semantics helps GBDT achieve an extraordinary precision of 

over 95%, which indicates that entity and path could play a complementary role to each 

other; (3) Comparing the performance of these two models in different datasets, it can be 

found that GBDT (ent) outperforms GBDT (path) on FB15k-EI while GBDT (path) obtain 

a higher level in FB15k-RI, which also verifies the effect of entity and path semantics in 

entity-related inconsistency resp. relation-related inconsistency. Moreover, the result of 

GBDT (path) on FB15k-RI shows a little lower than GBDT (ent) on FB15k-EI. It may be 

because of the diversified strategies we take in entity semantic representation. Therefore, 

we consider increasing the means of expression of path information in the future work. 

 

Table 3. Evaluation results of effects of single semantics. 

Datasets FB15k - EI FB15k - RI FB15k - TI FB15k - AI 

Metric Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall 

GBDT (ent) 0.934 0.921 0.813 0.801 0.915 0.894 0.921 0.918 

GBDT  

(path) 
0.810 0.798 0.904 0.897 0.847 0.823 0.889 0.853 

GBDT (ent+path) 0.991 0.973 0.957 0.938 0.972 0.953 0.977 0.969 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we aim to eliminate the inconsistent knowledge which could harm the 

knowledge-driven learning tasks and applications. To this end, we explore semantic infor-

mation expression methods of entity and paths between entity pairs which can be used for 

inconsistency detection in KG. Furthermore, we view multiple inconsistencies as mul-

ticlassification problem corresponding to entity-related inconsistency, relation-related in-

consistency and type-related inconsistency, and establish an entity&path semantics based 

multi-classification model to identify and distinguish concrete types of conflicts, where 

each inconsistency corresponds with different kinds of correction methods. In our experi-

ments, we compare four classification strategies to acquire the best classifier in detect dif-

ferent types of inconsistencies and evaluate the effectiveness of semantic information of 

entity and path. Experimental results indicate that our entity&path semantics based multi-

classification framework achieve better performance than other baselines on the same task 

of inconsistency detection, which confirms the capability of our approaches of capture the 

semantic information hidden in entity and paths.  

In the experiment of entity and path semantic discrimination, it can be found that the 

error rate of relation-related inconsistency is higher than other inconsistencies. This may 

be due to the deviation of path selection or path information calculation. In the future work, 

we will take other path semantic information representation method into consideration. 

Furthermore, we have recognized various types of inconsistencies, which lays the founda-

tion for the correction of whom. We will explore to correct inconsistencies in KG accord-

ing to their inconsistent categories. 
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